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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestions regarding this anal-

ysis. The main points that have been analyzed in the previous chapter will be shortly 

explained in conclusion. Meanwhile, suggestion will show the writer’s ideas related 

to this analysis. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

After doing some analysis the writer found the challenges and strategies from 

Santiago. The writer learned how Santiago survive from many problems that hit 

him. First how he survived from poorness and he never bag to anyone. He still 

works for himself Then how he survives from people who love to mock him and he 

never revenge them at all, he just keeps quiet and say to himself that he is a good 

fisherman. After that how he survives to save the big fish from sharks, even he is 

only bringing the skeleton from the fish to the harbor. It shows that he is a good 

fisherman, he can show to people that he can get a big fish. Age is not barrier for 

Santiago for fishing alone in the middle of the sea. 

Everybody will have problems like Santiago, it depends on how people face 

it. Do not let weakness limit the human space to face problems. Problems are to be 

face, not to be avoided. Everybody has a different problem and tricks to face it. Do 

not think that problem will never be solved, but think every problem has different 
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trick to solve it. Every problem can be a valuable experience for everyone. From 

problems people can be mature enough. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

This study, as the writer is aware of, is very limited in terms of scope, sub-

ject and methodology. Although this analysis is based on some experts’ theories, 

the findings are taken out with the influence of personal judgment. 

Having done the research, the writer would like to give some suggestions 

concerning the challenges and strategies survival from Santiago. Firstly, it would 

be useful for the lecturers of the English Department Widya Mandala Catholic 

University Surabaya if they use this thesis as the examples of challenges and 

strategies survival from Santiago when they are teaching about literature or other 

related subjects. Hopefully, students can learn how to survive from challenges 

and has strategies to face it. Secondly, it is for students of the English Department 

to make further study in analyzing challenges and strategies survival from Santi-

ago. Hopefully, it can help them when reading English novels which contain var-

ious challenges and strategies. At last, this analysis can at least be a comparison 

for any studies in the same field. 
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